
2020 年 12 月大学英语六级考试真题（二）

Part I Writing ( 30 minutes) 

Direc伽，m: For this part,”u are all。”也d30 minutes to write an eJ:My on why students should be encouraged 
to develop effective communicat归nskills. You should write at least 豆Q oords 阳t no more than gQQ, 附rds :

Part ]I Listening Comprehension (30 minut臼）

Section A 

Directions: In仇issection , yc;u will hear t附 lo，喀 conversations. At the end of each conversation’”u will 
hear four questions. Both the conversation and the questions will bes严加n only once. After you hear a 
question ' you must c胁。，se 内战st answer from t加four choices marked A) , B) , C) and D). Then mark 
the corresponding letter on Answer Sheet 1 with a single line through the centre. 
Qu臼tions 1 to 4 翻它 based on the conversation you have just heard. 
1. A) A driving t臼t. C) Traffic rout臼．
B) A video game. D) Cargo logistics. 

2. A) He found it instructive and realistic. 
B) He bought it when touring Europe. 
C) He was really drawn to its other versions. 
D) He introduced it to his brother last year. 

3. A) Traveling all over the country. C) The details in the driving simulator. 
B) Driving from one city to another. D) The key role of the logistics industry. 

4. A) Clearer road signs. 
B) More 严。，pie driving safely. 
C) Stricter traffic rules. 
D) More self-driving trucks on the road. 

Qu臼“ons S to 8 are ~ed on tl始 C佣versation you have just h跑时．
5. A) It isn’t so enjoyable as he expected. 
B) It isn’t so motivating as he believed. 
C) It does口’t enable him to earn 部 much money 部 he used to. 
D) It do臼n’t seem to off er 部 much freedom as he anticipated. 

6. A) Not all of them care about their employees’behaviors. 
B) Few of them are aware of their employees’feelings. 
C) Few of them offer praise and reward to their employees. 
D) Not all of them know how to motivate their employees. 

7. A) Job satisfaction. B) Self-awareness. C) Autonomy. D) Money. 
8. A) The importance of cultivating close relationships with clients. 
B) The need for getting recommendations from their managers. 
C) The advantages of permanent full-time employment. 
D) The way to explore employees’interests and talents. 

Section B 
Directions: In this 就tion ，”u will hear t阴阳SS<Zges. At t加 end of each passage, ~u will hear three or 
four questions. Both t加严SS<Zgeand t加 questions will bes严加nonly once. After ~u hear a question, you 
must choose the best ans附r from the four choices marked A ) , B) , C) and D) . Then mark the 
corresponding letter on Answer Sheet 1 with a single Ii ne through the centre. 
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Questims 9 to 11 are based on the passage you have just heard. 

9. ）臼nsumers visualize their activities in different weather. 

B) i weather triggers cons ners’ desire to go shopping. 

C) Weather conditions influence conswners’buying behavior. 

D）臼nsumers’ mental stat臼 change with the pric臼 of goods. 

10. A) Active consumption. C) Individual association. 

B) Direct correlation. D) Mental visualization. 

11. A) Enabling them to simplify their mathematical formulas. 

B) Helping them determine what to ll and at what price. 

C) Enabling them to sell their pr， ucts at a higher price. 

D) Helping them advertise a greater variety of products. 

Qu i佣s 12 to 15 are based on e p ge you haw just heard. 

12. A) A naturally ventilated office is more comfortable. 

B) l office will boost employees’productivity. 

C) Office air-conditioning should follow guidebooks. 

D) Air-conditioning improves ventilation in the office. 

13. A) People in their comfort zone of temperature are more satisfied with their productivity. 

B) People in different countries vary in their tolerance to uncomfortable temperatur，臼．

C) Twenty-two degrees is the optimal temperature for office workers. 

D) There is a range of temperatur，臼 for people to feel comfortable. 

14. A) It will have no negative impact on work. C) It will sharply decrease work efficiency. 

B) It will be immediately noticeable. D) It will cause a lot of discomfort. 

15. A) They tend to favor lower temperatur，臼．

） 1ey suffer from rapid temperature chang臼

C） bey are not bothered by temperature e trem臼．

D） 1ey come less sensitive to high temperat 臼

Section C 
Directions: In this section, you will hear three recordir of lectures or talks followed. by three or four 

questions. 1加 recordir ill be pla d only once. After ~u hear a question , you must choose the best 

m附rfran t加four choices marked A) , B) , C) and D）. mmark t加 correspondir喀 letter on Answer 

Sheet 1 with a single line through the cent re. 

Questims 16 to 18 are b d on em ing you have just h 时．

16. A) It overlooked the ssibility that emotions may be controlled. 

B) It ignored the fact that emotions are personal and subjective. 

C) It classified emotions simply as either 归sitive or negative. 

D) It measured positive and negative emotions independently. 

17. A) Sitting alone without doing anything seemed really distressing. 

B) Solitude adver ly affected the participants’mental well-being. 
C) Sitting alone for 15 minutes made the participants r臼u臼s.

D) Solitude had a reductive effect on high arou l emotions. 

18. A) It proved hard to depict objectively. C) It helped increase lo arou l emotions. 

B) I_t went hand in hand with sadness. D) It tended to intensify negative emotions. 

Questions 19 to 21 are based on the recording you haw just heard. 

19. A) It u s up much less energy than it d s in deep thinking. 

B) It remains inactive without burning calories noticeably. 

. C) It continues to bum up calori臼 to help us stay in shape. 

D) It cons n臼 almost a quarter of the body’s total energy. 
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20. A) Much of the consumption has nothing to do with conscious activities. 

B) It has something to do with the difficulty of the activiti臼 in qu臼tion.

C) Energy u ge devoted to active learning accounts for a big part of it. 

D) A significant nountof it is for performing difficult cognitive tasks. 

21. A) It is believed to remain basically constant. 

B) It is a prerequisite for any mental activity. 

C) It is conducive to relieving mental exhaustion. 

D) It is thought to be related to f，。“ consumption.

Questions 22 to 2 e based oo the recon:ling you have ust heard. 

22. A) Job candidates rarely take it seriously. 

B) Job seekers tend to have a ready answer. 

C) ob e ers often feel at a loss where to start in answering it. 

D) Job candidates can r臼pond freely due to its open-ended nature. 

23. A) Follow their career coaches' guidelin臼．

B) Strive to take control of their narrative. 

C) Do their best to impress the interviewer. 

D) e严at the information on their. resum

24. A) To reflect on their past achievements as well as failures. 

B) To produce e ampl臼 for different interview tions.

C) To discuss important details they are going to pr，臼ent.

D) To identify a broad general strength to elaborate on. 

25. A) Getting acquainted with the human resourc臼 personnel.

B) Finding out why the company provid臼 the job opening. 
C) Figuring out what benefits the company is able to offer them. 

D) Tailoring their expectations to the company’s long-term goal. 

Part][ 

“ction A 
Reading Comprehension (40 minut臼）

Dir lions: In 仇is section, there is a passage with ten blanks. You are required to sel t one 附rd or each 

blan om a list of choices given in a 附rd bank f ollo i the passage . Read the passage t加ough carefully 

before making )Our choices. Each choice in t加 ban is identified by a letter. Please mark t加 corresponding

letter for each item on Answer S阳 2 with a single line through the centre. You may not use any of the 

附rds in the 阳n more than once. 

Virtually every activity that entails or facilitates in-person human interaction seems to be in the midst 

of a total meltdo n 部 the coronavirus （ ） outbreak erases Americans’desire to travel. Amtrak 
ys bookings are down 50 precent and cancelations are up 300 percent. Hotels in San Francisco are 

eriencing--l2_ rat臼 bet een 70 and 80 percent. Broadway goes dark on hursday ni ．

Universities, now emptying their campu ， have never tried online learning on this . . White-

collar compani臼 li e Amazon, Apple, and the New York Times are 部 ing employees to work from home 

for the 28 future. 

But what happens after the coronavirus? 

In some ways, the answer is: All the old norma[ stuff. The pandemic （大 ） will take· lives, 

~- economies and d臼troy routines, but it ill 归ss. Americans will never stop going to basketball 

g nes. They won't stop going on vacation.’They'll meet to do busin臼s. No decentralizing technology so 

far-not telephones, not television, and not the internet-has dented that human desire to shake hands, 

de ite technologis ’ to the contrary. 
Yet there are real reasons to think that things will not return to the way they were last week. Small 

create small societal shifts; big ones change things for g。“. The New York transit strike of 
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1980 is with prompting several long-term changes in e city, including bus and. bike lanes, and 

women wearing orts shoes to work. The Spanish flu pandemic of 1918 prompted the development of 

national health re in Europe. 

Here and now, this m胁t not even be a question of . It’s not cle that the cruise industry 

ill 豆豆 . Or that public transit won’t go broke without 1 tance . The infrastructure 

might not even be in place to do what we were doing in 2019. 

A) credentials 

B) credited 

C) cumulative 

D) disruptions 

E) federal 

Lmwme ·由

NMm3

6uek ecgpD 臼

dkb

叫

mmm

刻回

LPP

自由副

、
，，

、
BJ

、
BJ

EGHDD 
K) subtle 

L) summoned · 

M) survive 

N) vacancy 

0) wedge 

Section B 
Db ctions : In this section’ ”u are going to read a passage with ten statements attached to it. &ch 
statement contains information given in one of the paragraphs. dent the paragraph vm which t加

information is derived. You may choose a paragraph more than once. Each paragraph is marked with a 
letter. Ahswer the questions by mar i， the corresponding letter on Answer Sheet 2. 

Slow Hope 

A) Our world is full of-mostly untold stories of slow hope, driven by e idea that change is p sible.

1ey e slo in their unfolding, and they e slow because they come with setbacks. 

B) At the beginning of time-so ~oes the myth hum 1S suffered, shivermg in the cold and dark until the 

titan （ ） Prometheus stole fire from the g s. Just as in the my ， technology-first fire and stone 

tools, and later farming, the steam engine and industry, fossil fuels, chemicals and nuclear power-

has allowed us to alter and control the natural world. The myth also reminds us that these advances 

have come at a price 部 apunishment for Prometheus’crime, the g s eated Pandora, and they gave 

her a box filled with evils and c ses. When Pandora’s box 部opened, it unleashed s msof d.i部a

and disasters upon humankind. 

C) ay we can no longer ignore the ecologi臼l cur臼s that we have released fo our search for warmth and 

comfort. In engineering and exploiting and transforming our habitat, we have opened tens of 

thousands of Pandora’s boxes. In re臼nt decades, environmental threats have expanded beyond 

regional bound i臼 to have global reach and, most hauntingly， e multiplying at a dizzying rate. On 

a regul b部is, e e reminded that we are running out of time. Year after year, faster and faster, 

consumption outpac臼 the biological capacity of our planet. Stories of accelerated catastrophe multiply. 

We fear the breakdown of the electric grid, the end of non-renewable resour臼s, the expansion of 

deserts, the loss of islands, and the pollution of o r and water. 

D) Acceleration is the signature of our time. Populations and economic activity grew slowly for much of 

human history. For thousands of years and well into 臼rly modern times, world economies saw no 

growth at all, but from around the mid-19th entury and again, in particular, since the mid-20th, the 

real GDP has increased at an enormous speed, and so h human consumption. In the Middle Ages, 

households in Central Europe might have owned fewer than 30 objects on average; in 1900, this 

number had increased to 400, and in 2020 to 15,000. The acceleration of human production, 

consumption and travel has changed the animate and inanimate spheres. It h部 echoed through natural 

process臼 on which humans depend. Species extinction, deforestation, damming of rivers, .occ rence

of fl ， the depletion of ozone, the degradation of ocean systems and many other areas e all 

e 阳iencing acceleration. If repre部nted graphically, the c ve for all these changes looks rather like 

that well-known hockey stick: with little change over millennia （ 年） and a dramatic upswing over 

the p部t decad臼．

E) Some of today’s narratives about the future seem to 部臼t that we too, like Prometheus, will be ved
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by a new ercut ， adivine engineer, someone who will mastermind, manoeuvre and manip时ate our 
planet. They s g臼t that geoengineering, cold fusion or f部ter than 1 ht spaceships might transcend 
once and for all the terr,臼trial constraints of rising temperatures, lack of energy., scarcity of f ， lac

of space, mountains of 部te, polluted water-you n ne it. 

F) Yet, if we envisage our salvation to come from a deus ex machina （ ）, from a divine engineer 
or a tech solutionist who will miraculously conJure up a new source of energy or another cure-all with 
revolutionary potency, we might be looking in the wrong place. The fact that we now imagine our 
planet as a whole does not mean that the r臼cue of o planet will come with one big global stroke of 
genius and technology. It will more likely come by many small acts. Global heating and environmental 
degradation are not technological problems. They are highly political 阳臼 that are informed by 
powerful inter ”. Moreover, if history is a guide, then we can 部sume that any major transformations 
will once again be followed by a huge set of unintended consequences. So what do we do? 

） his much is clear: we need to find ways that help us flatten the hockey-stick curv臼 that reflect our 
ever-faster pace of ecological destruction and social acceleration. If we acknowledge that human 

manipulation of the Earth has been a destructive force, we can also imagine that human endeavours 
can help us build a less destructive world in the centuries to come. We might keep making mistakes. 

But we will also keep learning from our mistakes. 
H) To counter the fears of di ster, we need to identify stories, visions and actions that work quietly 
towards a more hopeful future. Instead of one big narrative, a story of unexpected rescue by a larger-

. than-life hero, we need multiple stories: we need stories, not only of what Rob Nixon of Princeton 
University has called the ‘slow violence' of environmental degradation ( that is, the damage that is 

often invisible at first and develops slowly and gradually), but also stories of what I call ‘slow hope'. 
I) We need an acknowledgement of our present ecological plight but also a language of positive change, 
visions of a better future. In The Principle of Hope (1954-1959), Ernst Bloch, one of the leading 
philosophers of the future, wrote that‘the most tragic form of loss ... is the loss of the capacity to 

imagine that things could be different'. We need to identify visions and paths that will help us imagine 
a different, more just and more ecological world. Hope, for Bloch, has its starting point in fear, in 

uncertainty, and in crisis: it is a creative force that g hand in hand with utopian （
‘wishful images It can be found in cultural products of the p部t in fairy tal ， in fiction, in 
architecture, in m ic, in the movies in products of the human mind that contain ‘the outlines of a 
better world'. What makes us authentic 部 humans are visions of our‘potential'. In other or，也

living in hope makes us human. 

J) The power of small, gr部sroots movements to make changes that spr， d beyond their place of origin can 

be seen with the Slow i movement, which began in Italy in the 1980s. The rise of fast f， M

restaurants after the Second World War produced a society f时l of cheap, industrially made f lstuffs.

Under the leader ip of Carlo Petrini, the Slow i movement be~an in Piedmont, a region of Italy 
with a long history of poverty, violence and resistance to oppr，臼sion. The movement transformed it 
into a region ho i ble to traditional food cultures ha d on native plants and breeds of animals. 
Today, Slow i operat臼 in more than 160 countries ，严 r and rich. It h部 given rise to thou ndsof

projects around the globe, repre臼nting democratic politics, food sovereignty, biodiversity and 
sustainable agriculture. 

K) The unscrupulous （ ） commodification of food and the destruction of foodstuffs will 
continue to devastate soils, livelih is and ecologi臼. Slow i cannot undo the irresistible 
developments of the global food economy, but it can upset its theori ， it can‘speak differently' , and 
it can allow people and their local food traditions and environments to flourish. Even in the United 

States-the fast f， i nation-small farms and urban gardens are on the rise. The US Department of 
Agriculture provid臼 an Urban Agriculture Toolkit and, according to a recent report, American 
millennials （ ） are changing their diets. In 2017, 6 per cent of US con mers claimed to be 
strictly vegetarian, up from 1 per cent in 2014. As more people r lise that ting is an agricultural 

act’，部 the US poet and environmental activist Wendell Berry put it in 1989, slow hope advances. 
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36. It seems some people today dream that a cutting-edge new technology might save them from the 

pr臼ent ecological disaster. 

37. According to one great thinker, it is.most unfortunate if we lose the ability to think differently. 

38. Urgent attention should be paid to the ecological problems we have created in our purs t of a 

comfortable life. 

39. Even in the fast-food nation America, the number of vegetarians is on the rise. 

40. The deterioration of the ecological system is accelerating because of the dramatic increase of human 

production and consumption. 

41. It is obvious that solutions must be found to curb the fast or ning environment and social 

acceleration. 

42. Many people believe changing the world is possible, though it may take time and involve setbacks. 

43. It might be wrong to expect that our world would be ved at one stroke with some miraculous 

technology. 

44. It is human nat e to cherish hopes for a better world. 

45. Technology has given humans the power to change the natural world, but we have paid a price for 

the change. 

S tion C 

Directions: There are 2 阳ages in this section. &ch p<mage is followed by sane questions or unfin胁d

statements. For each of them there are four choices mar dA), B), C) and D). You should decide on the 

best choice and mark the corresponding letter on Answer Sheet 2 with a single line through the centre. 

Passage One 

Questions 46 to 0 e based on 也 follo ing 阴ssage

Vegetarians would prefer not to ·be compelled to eat meat. Yet the reverse compulsion （ ） is 

hidden in the pr，。”sals for a new plant b部ed “planetary diet.”Nowhere is this more visible than in India. 
Earlier this year, the EAT-Lancet Commission released its global report on nutrition and called for a 

global shift to a more plant-based diet and for sut tantially reducing consumption of animal source 

foods.”In countries like India, that call could become a tool to aggravate an alr dy tense political 

situation and str，臼s already undernourished populations. 

The EAT report presum臼 that“traditional diets" in countries like India include little red meat, which 
might be consumed only on special occ部ions or 部 minor ingredients in mixed dishes. 

In India, however, there is a v部t difference between what 严 ，ple would wish to consume and what 

they have to consume cause of innumerable barriers around class, reli on, culture, c ， g p phy,

etc. Policymakers in India have traditionally pushed for a cereal-heavy“vegetarian diet" on a meat eating

population as a way of pro ding the chea严st sourc臼 of food. 

Currently, under an aggr臼sive Hindu nationalist government, Muslims, Christians~ disadvantaged 

classes and indigenous communities are being compelled to give up their traditional f is.

. None of these concerns seem to have en appreciated by the EAT-Lancet Commissi。n’s

representative, Brent Loken, who said “India has got such a great example”in sourcing protein from 
plants. 

But how much of a m el for the world is India’s vegetarianism? In the Global Hunger Index 2019, 
the country ranks 102nd out of 117. Data from the National Family Health Survey indicate that only 10 

percent of infants of 6 to 23 months are adequately fed. 

Which is why calls for a plant ba d diet modeled on India risk offering another whip with which to 

beat already vulnerable communities in developing countries. 

A diet directed at the affluent West fails to rec。 i e that in low-income countries undernourished 

children are known to benefit from the consumption of milk and other animal source foods, improving 

C gI ive functions, while reducing the prevalence of nutritional deficiencies as ell 部 mortality .
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· EAT-Lancet claimed its intention was to“spark conver tions” nong all Indian stakeholders. Yet 

vocal critics of the f i processing industry and food fortification strategies have been left out of the 

debate·. But the most conspicuous omission may well be the absence of India’s farmers. 
The government, however, seems to have given the report a thumbs-up. Rather than addr臼sing

chronic hunger and malnutrition through an improved access to wholesome and nutrient-dense foods, the 

government is opening the door for company-dependent solutions， 1oring the environmental and 

economic cost, which will destroy local food systems. It’s a model full of danger for future generations. 
46. What is more visible in India than anywhere else according to the passage? 

A) eople’S 严sitive views on the propo h for a“planetary diet.” 
B) People’s reluctance to be compelled to eat plant ba d f i.

C) People’s preferenc臼 for the kind of food they consume. 

D) People’s unwillingness to give up their eating habits. 
47. What would the EAT-Lancet 臼mmission’s report do to many people in countries like India? 

A) Radically change their dietary habits. 

B) Keep them further away from politics. 

C) Make them even more undernourished. 

D) Substantially reduce their food choic臼．

48. What do we learn from the p部 ge about f i consumption in India? 

A) People’s diet will not change due to the EAT-Lancet report. 
B) Many 严ople simply do not have access to foods they prefer. 

C) There is a growing pop arity of a cereal-heavy vegetarian diet. 

D) Policymakers help remove the barriers to people’s choice of f i.

49. What does the passage say about a plant ba d diet modeled on India? 

A) It may benefit populations whose traditional diet is meat b “

B) It may be.another blow to the onomy in developing countries. 

C) It may help narrow the gap between the rich and poor countries. 

D) It may worsen the nourishment problem in low-income countries. 

50. How d s the Indian government respond to the EAT-Lancet Commission’s prop< ls

A) It accepts them at the expense of the long-term interests of its pc ，ple.

B) It intends them to spark.conversations among all Indian stakeholders. 

C) ltgiv臼 them approval regardless of op严sition from nutrition experts. 

D) It welcomes them as a tool to address chronic hunger and malnutrition. 

~eTwo 

Qu “ DS 51 to 阳 e b “ CD the f ollo i ”ssage.

Back in 1964, in his 胁。 Games People Play, psychiatrist Eric Berne described a pattern of 

conversation he called “Why Don't 臼 It”， hich remains one of the most irritating a ects of 

everyday social life. The per n adopting the strategy is usually a chronic complainer. Something is 

terrible about their relationship, job, or other situation, and they moan about it ceaselessly, but find some 

excuse to dismiss any solution that’s pro严 Sed. The reason, of course, is that on some level they don’t want 
a solution; they want to be validated in their position that the world is out to get them. If they can“win" 
the g ne dismissing every sugg臼tion until their interlocutor （ ） gives up in annoyance-they get to 

feel pleasurably righteous （ ） in their r臼entments and excused from any obligation to change. 

Part of the trouble here is the so called responsibility /fault fallacy （ ）. When you’re feeling hard 

done by-taken for granted by your partner, say, or obliged to work for a half itted ss it’s easy to 

become attached to the position that it’s not your job to address the matter, and that doing so would be an 
admission of fault. But there’s a confusion here. For example, if I were to discover a newborn at my front 
door, it wouldn’t be my fault, but it most certainly would be my r臼ponsibility. There would be choices to 

make, and no possibility of avoiding them, since trying to ignore the matter would be a choice. The point 
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is that what goes for the baby on the doorstep is true in all cases: even if the other person is 100% in the 

wrong, there’s nothing to be gained, long-term, from using this a justification to evade re nsibility .

Should you find yourself on the receiving end of this kind of complaining, there’s an ingenious way to 
shut it down-which is to agree with it, ardently. Psychotherapist Lori Gottlieb describes this as“over-
validation”. For one thing, you’11 be spared further moaning, since the other person’s motivation was to 
confirm· her beliefs, and now you’re confirming them. But for another, as 。ttlieb not ， people

confronted with over-validation often hear their complaints afresh and start arguing back. The notion that 

they’re utterly powerless suddenly seems unrealistic-not to mention rather annoying-so they’re prompted 
instead to generate ideas about how they might change things. 

“And then, sometimes, something magical might happen,”Gottlieb rit臼． 1e other person“might 
realise she’s not as trapped as you are saying she is, or as she feels.”Which illustrat臼 the irony of the 

responsibility /fault fallacy: evading re 0nsibility feels comfortable, but turns out to be a prison; whereas 

assuming r臼ponsibility feels unpleasant, but ends up being freeing. 

51. What is characteristic of a chronic complainer, according to psychiatrist Eric Berne? 

A) They only feel angry about their ill treatment and resent whoever tries to help. 

B) They are chronically unhappy and ceaselessly find fault with people around them. 

C） hey constantly dismiss others’ pro严 Sals while taking no responsibility for tackling the problem. 

D) They lack the knowledge and basic skills required for successful conversations with their 

interlocutors. 

52. What d S the author try to illustrate with the example of the newborn on one’s doorstep? 
A) People tend to think that one should not be held r臼ponsible for others' mistakes. 

B) It is 臼sy to become attached to the p ition of overlooking one’sown fault. 
C) People are often at a loss when confronted with a number of choic臼．

D) A d tinction should be drawn between r臼ponsibility and fault. 

53. What does the author advise people to do to chronic complainers? 
A) Stop them from going further by agreeing with them. 

B) Listen to their complaints ardently and sympathetically. 

C) Ask them to validate their beliefs with further evidence. 

D) Persuade them to clarify the confusion they have cat secl.

54. What happens when chronic complainers receive over-validation? 

） hey are motivated to find ingenious ways to persuade their interlocutor. 

） hey are prompted to come up with ideas for ma ing ible changes. 

C) They are stimulated to make more complaints. 

D） hey are encouraged to start arguing back. 

55. How can one stop being a chronic complainer according to the author? 

A) Analysing the so-called responsibility /fault fallacy. 

B) Avoiding hazardous traps in everyday social life. 

C) Assuming re onsibility to free oneself. 

D) Awaiting something magical to happen. 

PartN r Slation (30 minut臼）
Directions: For this part , you are allo1 rl 80 minutes to tranJiate a阳 SStlge from Chinese into English . You 

should write your ans阴ron阳s erSheet 2. 

大 （ one: Kong-Zhuhai-Macau ridge） ， 。大

， 。大 时 时

0 ． 大 大 。它

， 。大 大 ． 大

。
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